
 

  

The SchemaNinja plugin aims to solve the greatest pain point of modern day users which is 

getting the exact output for their content which is comprehensible for search engine bots. Often 

what we see from our eyes is very different from what a bot sees. If a bot is able to see your 

content classified in the correct manner then better SERPS will not be a distant dream anymore! 
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SCHEMANINJA 

GETTING STARTED  

INSTALLING THE SCHEMANINJA PLUGIN 

Once you have bought the plugin and have received your API key then 

head over to your WordPress dashboard and go to the plugins page 

and: 

Plugins> Upload New plugin  

Wait for the plugin to be installed and then activate the plugin, after that 

enter your API key to activate your copy of SchemaNinja. 

Once you have installed the plugin and activated it you can 

immediately start using it. 

SETTING UP BASIC SETTINGS 

Now you need to head over to: 

Settings> SchemaNinja 

Fill in the defaults that you would like to see in your Reviews and 

recommendations. 

In the reviews section you can use from any words like “Review”, 

“Overview” etc. for the top heading. 

For the Specifications section you can use the full word “Specifications” 

or write short abbreviated form “Specs”. 

For the Call to action button (Buy now) you can use the word “Buy now” 

or you can use any phrase like “Click here” etc. 

You also get the option to use Custom CSS for the review box in case 

you want to customize the output of your plugin. 

In the Recommendations section you can customize the “Try product” 

text and add recommendations to show and select their default show 

location i.e. top or bottom. 

SORT 

YOUR 

STUFF 

OUT 

Rich snippets are 

something that enable 

you to demarcate your 

content for more 

control and to 

showcase different 

content types on a 

single webpage. In a 

world without rich 

snippets it would be 

really difficult for 

search engines to 

understand what you 

are talking about! The 

more nicely your 

content is sorted the 

higher your search 

engine rankings would 

be over a long duration 

of time!   
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CREATING REVIEWS  

The next big step in using the SchemaNinja plugin is to learn how to create reviews using SchemaNinja 

plugin, it’s an easy process to add review box to your posts using the plugin. The review section is 

visible on every single post editor page on your website backend. You can show custom reviews for 

every different post that you have with varying options for all of them. 

1.) Tick the option “Show Review”. This would open up the whole editing box for the review. 

2.) Select the position for the review box, it can be on top of the content or at the bottom. 

3.) Select the title to showcase in the review box. 

4.) Select the “Currency” you want to show in the review box. For exp. If you review products from 

India then you can select the currency to be INR. 

5.) Now add the pricing for your product. 

6.) Give an overall rating to the product out of 10. 

7.) Now you can give respective ratings to different characteristics of the product like “Build”, 

“camera” etc. in case it’s a mobile phone. 

8.) Now you get the option to add the “Pros” and cons of the product. Try to be brief and concise 

here as this is sort of a short bullet point which informs your readers about the products top 

highlights or failures. 

9.) Now you have the option to add specifications and give individual ratings to them too. 

10.) In the link option you can add the affiliate URL of your product which would help you in 

boosting sales of the specific product and can be a major money making source for you. 

11.) In summary you can give a brief short description of the product and give readers a quick 

insight into whether the product is good enough or not. 

12.) Once you’re done doing this all you need to do is publish your post in order to see the final 

output box, screenshot for which has been included below! 

NOTE: If you leave any entry blank it would not show up in the output box for the SchemaNinja 

plugin. 

The single post editor page for adding review has been shown below along with the specific output 

page for the reviews. 
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CREATING RECOMMENDATIONS 

To create recommendations head over to the “Recommendations” tab on the left hand side menu of the 

WordPress admin dashboard. 
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Now click on “Add new” in order to create a new recommendation. 

 

 

Once you are inside the editing area for the recommendations you can add a custom title for the 

Recommendation, add pros and cons for it. Add custom rating parameters for the product. 

You also have the option to add your affiliate URL in order to make people buy from your affiliate link. 

The good thing about this feature is that you would have the option to show the recommendation box 

below or above every post of yours which would in turn boost the sales of that specific product. 

Once you are done with customizing the recommendation you can click on the “Publish” button. But we 

aren’t done yet as this would not lead to visibility of the recommendation, that is included in the next 

steps.  

NOTE: The URL generated for the recommendation redirects back to your homepage and is not 

specifically accessible and is OK from a SEO view point.  
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Now edit all of the necessary fields for the recommendations which can be seen in the below image. 
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The output for the recommendations for the SchemaNinja plugin looks like as seen below. 
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F.A.Q (FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS) 

 Why is my SchemaNinja plugin output misaligned? 

This issue often arises for people who are using a custom designed theme. We have tested 

SchemaNinja with a wide variety of themes including Genesis child themes, Thesis, WordPress 

default themes and a lot more. In case your theme suffers a CSS shift because of SchemaNinja 

output or the output itself is out of alignment then you can contact SchemaNinja support for 

further assistance. 

 How many sites can I use the SchemaNinja plugin on? 

The API key is valid for only one site when you buy the plugin. 

 How frequently would I need to renew my API key? 

You would need to activate your copy of SchemaNinja again after 1 year of initial purchase. 

 Will SchemaNinja plugin work with my existing cache and security plugins? 

We have tested the plugin for all of these scenarios and tested it with all leading caching and 

security plugins and can ensure that it works beautifully with all major WordPress plugins. 

 Can I use other Schema plugins along with SchemaNinja? 

No in an ideal scenario you should not use any other plugin which interferes with Schema 

output along with SchemaNinja as this could lead to conflicts. 

 Will SchemaNinja plugin affect my site’s loading speed? 

No we have tested the plugin extensively and it’s very lightweight and compliant with every 

caching plugin and it does not interfere with any output that’s generated by most of the other 

plugins.  

 How SEO compliant is the SchemaNinja plugin? 

The SchemaNinja plugin employs use of target=”blank” and rel=”nofollow” for all of the outgoing 

links and is built from the scratch to boost your SEO efforts. 

 What are the basic prerequisites for running the SchemaNinja plugin? 

You need to have a WordPress website in order to use the SchemaNinja plugin alongwith 

permissions to upload plugins and activate them. (Administrator access)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


